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QUESTION 1

Which of the following comprise the software architecture of the OceanStor Backup Solution? (Multiple Choice) 

A. Backup management node 

B. Backup media 

C. Backup service node 

D. Client 

E. Backup network 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

QUESTION 2

Before deploying Huawei\\'s active-active disaster recovery solution information about the customer\\'s network
environment must be collected, including: (Multiple Choice) 

A. Information about the physical environment 

B. Information about business systems 

C. Network information 

D. Amount of data 

Correct Answer: ABCD 

 

QUESTION 3

Suppose that 2080 GB data needs to be backed up from the production center to the disaster recovery (DR) center.
How large bandwidth is required for meeting the backup demand under the condition that the backup window is 6 hours,
no deduplication is performed, and bandwidth usage is 0.8? 

A. 49.28 MB/s 

B. 61.6 MB/s 

C. 98.56 MB/s 

D. 123.2 MB/s 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4



Intra-city disaster recovery can adopt synchronous remote replication, and Fibre Channel links are recommended.
Remote disaster recovery can adopt asynchronous remote replication, and IP links are recommended for cost
reduction. 

A. TRUE 

B. FALSE 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following is the default synchronization speed level set when creating remote replication pairs in the
OceanStor V3? 

A. Low 

B. Medium 

C. High 

D. Highest 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

Which is the correct sequence of the 5-step disaster recovery solution design? 

A. Select a disaster recovery solution model. > Confirm the compatibility. > Calculate the storage capacity and disaster
recovery bandwidth. > Design the networking. > Design disaster recovery functions. 

B. Select a disaster recovery solution model. > Design the networking. > Calculate the storage capacity and disaster
recovery bandwidth. > Confirm the compatibility. > Design disaster recovery functions. 

C. Confirm the compatibility. > Design the networking. > Calculate the storage capacity and disaster recovery
bandwidth. > Design disaster recovery functions. > Select a disaster recovery solution model. 

D. Confirm the compatibility. > Design the networking. > Calculate the storage capacity and disaster recovery-
bandwidth. > Select a disaster recovery solution model. > Design disaster recovery functions. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 7

Which of the following statements about the HyperMetro quorum server mode are true? (Multiple Choice) 

A. If one storage system and the quorum server are faulty, the remaining storage system continues to run services. 



B. When heartbeats between two storage systems are lost, the two storage systems send arbitration requests to the
quorum server. Then, the quorum server determines the winner. The winner continues to provide services while the
other storage system stops services. 

C. Services are not affected when the arbitration fails and the heartbeat links between storage systems are interrupted. 

D. If you have arbitration preference, you can also configure priorities for the sites. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 8

Which is the correct process for installing CommServe? 

A. Install the .NET Framework. > Select a proper firewall configuration. > Install databases. > Configure DR paths. 

B. Select a proper firewall configuration. > Install the .NET Framework. > Install databases. > Configure DR paths. 

C. Install the .NET Framework. > Select a proper firewall configuration. > Configure DR paths. > Install databases. 

D. Install the .NET Framework. > Install databases. > Select a proper firewall configuration. > Configure DR paths. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

In the Huawei Active-Passive DR Solution, it is a mandatory step to create consistency groups. 

A. TRUE 

B. FALSE 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

Suppose that a customer that adopts the Huawei Network-Layer Full-Sized Snapshot Solution starts creating a
snapshot for the source volume at 9:00 am, and the snapshot finishes being created at 9:10 am. During the snapshot
creation, some data is written to the source volume. Based on the preceding conditions, which of the following
statements is correct? 

A. Data in the snapshot volume is the same as that in the source volume at 9:00 am. 

B. Data in the snapshot volume is the same as that in the source volume at 09:10 am. 

C. Data in the snapshot volume is the incremental data generated during 9:00 am to 9:10 am in the source volume. 

D. The snapshot volume is a physical copy of the source volume generated at 9:00 am. 

Correct Answer: A 



 

QUESTION 11

In terms of configuring active/passive disaster recovery, which condition the LUNs on the primary and secondary
storage systems must meet? 

A. A secondary LUN must have a larger size than or the same size as the primary LUN. 

B. A secondary LUN must have the same size and RAID level as the primary LUN. 

C. The secondary LUN only needs to have the same size as the primary LUN. 

D. The secondary storage system must be equipped with the same types of disks as the primary storage system, and a
secondary LUN must have a larger size than or the same size as the primary LUN. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 12

Regarding Huawei OceanStor Backup Solution, which are characteristics of global repository cells? (Multiple Choice) 

A. Multiple backup domains are centrally managed. 

B. Simplifying backup domain management. 

C. The backup duration is reduced. The backup has no impact on services. Data can be recovered in seconds. 

D. Reducing OandM costs by 50%. 

Correct Answer: ABD 
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